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Free Kick

If free kicks are a key point in football matches among humans, why not between robots? Free kicks allow
the integration of shooting skills, develop different strategies involving several players and even see beautiful
blocks by the goalies. The current SPL rules does not consider a free kick penalty. Through this challenge we
suggest a new rule that provides for and propose a concrete strategy for both defending and attacking teams
during a free kick.

As the SPL evolves, the basic components (locomotion, perception, simple behaviors, etc.) are solved by most
of the teams. In our opinion it is necessary to foster the gradual incorporation of rules that force researchers
to integrate more advanced behaviors. The case of free kicks could mean the direct application of self-location
algorithms, dynamic role allocation mechanisms, the development of different offensive or defensive strategies,
passing, or even opponent detection. In addition to the previous reasons, the game displayed by the robots
would seem more real soccer.

In order to avoid undue detention in the game, the rule could only be enabled if a player is ahead of
opponent’s penalty point and the ball is at less than 20 cm. of his feet. The free kick must be indicated under
the same conditions as player pushing. Once the referee gives the foul, the Game Controller will activate a new
state Free Kick by sending the team which has committed the faul over 30 seconds. During the state Free Kick
the ball will be repositioned as close as possible to the position of the robot pushed. In addition, any defending
player should be placed outside of an imaginary circumference centered on the ball and with a radius of 60 cm.
(of course defenders are not allowed to stay inside the area when the game controller mode switches to Play).
In case of not following this rule, defending players will be sanctioned and removed from the field. After the
30 seconds Free Kick state, the Game Controller will automatically transit to state Play and the game will be
resumed.

Our proposed strategy to address the problem is to put in place a distributed algorithm for dynamic role
allocation, which evaluates various parameters to select which robot is best suited for each role to play. Our
approach evaluates parameters such as distance to the ball of each robot, time without seeing the ball, as well
as its location in the field. Each robot calculates a utility value that indicates how appropriate it is for each
role. Furthermore, it is necessary to establish a hysteresis mechanism to avoid too many roles fluctuations.

Figura 1: Different defending and attacking roles under a free kick

To defend a free kick we have specify three new roles: fk barrier, fk defender and fk supporter.The player
fk barrier shall be between the ball and the center of the goal at an aproximated distance of 60 cm. The
fk defender must position bloking a hypothetical passing. Finally, the fk supporter will be in the midfield.

In case of being the attacking team, a robot running a rol fk kicker must be aligned with the goal and kept a
short distance from the ball. The fk supporter will be placed outside the path of shot, but supporting a possible
pass or failed shot attempt. The fk defender must occupy a backward position aligned with the ball and his
own net.

All the details, as well as a complete demo will be shown during the competition in next RoboCup.


